Exclusive HLA-DQ factors do not explain susceptibility to insulin-dependent diabetes.
DQA1, DQA2, DQB1, and DRB1 alleles have been determined and the DQA1 and DQB1 DNA gene sequences assigned by using restriction fragment length polymorphisms in 67 diabetic individuals and 72 controls. It has been found that: 1) DQA2 (U allele) is not a susceptibility factor, 2) non-aspartic acid homozygosity in residue 57 (Asp 57 negative) of the DQ beta chains is positively correlated with insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM), and 3) DQ beta Asp-57-negative and DQ alpha arginine-52-positive (Arg-52-positive) individuals are increased among diabetic patients; this latter analysis shows a higher etiologic fraction (delta) value than the one obtained when considering only homozygous DQ beta Asp-57-negative individuals. However, if only non-DR3 or DR4 individuals were considered (both in DQ beta Asp-57-negative homozygous and in DQ beta Asp-57-negative/DQ alpha Arg-52-positive individuals) the correlation with disease disappears. In addition, the postulated risk DQ beta Asp 57-negative and DQ alpha Arg 52 positive is absent in six patients. These data do not discard the possibility that DR3/DR4 may contain the primary susceptibility factors. It is concluded that it is not possible to assign the susceptibility to IDDM to a specific HLA locus and that several loci within the same or the trans haplotype may be involved.